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Numerical Python: Scientific Computing and Data Science Applications with Numpy, SciPy and MatplotlibApress, 2018

	
		Leverage the numerical and mathematical modules in Python and its standard library as well as popular open source numerical Python packages like NumPy, SciPy, FiPy, matplotlib and more. This fully revised edition, updated with the latest details of each package and changes to Jupyter projects, demonstrates how to numerically compute...
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Visual Data Mining: The VisMiner ApproachJohn Wiley & Sons, 2012

	A visual approach to data mining.


	Data mining has been defined as the search for useful and previously unknown patterns in large datasets, yet when faced with the task of mining a large dataset, it is not always obvious where to start and how to proceed. 


	This book introduces a visual methodology for data...
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Beginning Python Visualization: Crafting Visual Transformation ScriptsApress, 2014

	We are visual animals. But before we can see the world in its true splendor, our brains, just like our computers, have to sort and organize raw data, and then transform that data to produce new images of the world. Beginning Python Visualization: Crafting Visual Transformation Scripts, Second Edition discusses turning many types of...
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R in a Nutshell (In a Nutshell (O'Reilly))O'Reilly, 2012

	
		If you’re considering R for statistical computing and data visualization, this book provides a quick and practical guide to just about everything you can do with the open source R language and software environment. You’ll learn how to write R functions and use R packages to help you prepare, visualize, and analyze data....
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Big Data Analysis with Python: Combine Spark and Python to unlock the powers of parallel computing and machine learningPackt Publishing, 2019

	
		Get to grips with processing large volumes of data and presenting it as engaging, interactive insights using Spark and Python.

	
		Key Features

		
			Get a hands-on, fast-paced introduction to the Python data science stack
	
			Explore ways to create useful metrics and statistics from...
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Numerical Computing with Python: Harness the power of Python to analyze and find hidden patterns in the dataPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Understand, explore, and effectively present data using the powerful data visualization techniques of Python

	
		Key Features

		
			Use the power of Pandas and Matplotlib to easily solve data mining issues
	
			Understand the basics of statistics to build powerful predictive data...
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Solving Problems in Scientific Computing Using Maple and Matlab®Springer, 2004

	
		Modern computing tools like MAPLE (a symbolic computation package)
	
		and MATLAB® ( a numeric and symbolic computation and visualization
	
		program) make it possible to use the techniques of scientific
	
		computing to solve realistic nontrivial problems in a classroom
	
		setting. These problems have been traditionally...
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Computer Graphics for Java ProgrammersJohn Wiley & Sons, 2007
A great many varied and interesting visual effects can be achieved with computer graphics, for which a fundamental understanding of the underlying mathematical concepts – and a knowledge of how they can be implemented in a particular programming language – is essential. 

Computer Graphics for Java Programmers, 2nd...
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Mastering Machine Learning with RPackt Publishing, 2015

	Master machine learning techniques with R to deliver insights for complex projects


	About This Book

	
		Get to grips with the application of Machine Learning methods using an extensive set of R packages
	
		Understand the benefits and potential pitfalls of using machine learning methods

...
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High Impact Data Visualization with Power View, Power Map, and Power BIApress, 2014

	High Impact Data Visualization with Power View, Power Map, and Power BI helps you take business intelligence delivery to a new level that is interactive, engaging, even fun, all while driving commercial success through sound decision-making. Learn to harness the power of Microsoft’s flagship, self-service business intelligence...
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Getting Started with p5.js: Making Interactive Graphics in JavaScript and Processing (Make)Maker Media, Inc, 2015

	
		With p5.js, you can think of your entire Web browser as your canvas for sketching with code!

	
		Learn programming the fun way--by sketching with interactive computer graphics! Getting Started with p5.js contains techniques that can be applied to creating games, animations, and interfaces. p5.js is a new interpretation of...
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Beginning Data Science in R: Data Analysis, Visualization, and Modelling for the Data ScientistApress, 2017

	Discover best practices for data analysis and software development in R and start on the path to becoming a fully-fledged data scientist. This book teaches you techniques for both data manipulation and visualization and shows you the best way for developing new software packages for R.





	Beginning Data Science in R...
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